
The Future of Fluency
for all students, is here

The sum of our features, is the solution.

info@bluestreakmath.comBlueStreakMath.com

EDUCATOR PLATFORM

Learning cards for 
every fact

Differentiated thinking 
strategies

Immediate feedback for 
students

Available in
Spanish

Multiple gaming 
environments

Pre and post test 
certification

Visual feedback on 
performance

24/7 access. Anywhere, 
anytime

One-to-one math fact 
fluency progression

Real time data analytics across schools, classes and 
students to provide consistency, precision, and agility in 
the decision-making process.

Auto-email specialized reports for each student to send 
home to parents or guardians to track student growth.

A customized student report, 
For every student’s progress.

Track progress & growth data 
that matters to your district.

Addition

0-6

0-6

Pre test Progress Post Test

7-12

7-12

Application

Application

24% 100% 3 months

6 months

01/30/16 04/30/16

10/30/16

9 months
07/30/17

(100/100)

04/30/16 (100/100)

10/30/16 (100/100)

100%

100%

32%

42%

Per table breakdown

45% 31 min 2 4 weeks

Addition Subtraction Multiplication Division

Average pretest 
score

Average time spent 
/day for this table

Number of students 
mastered

Average time to 
master

12
students

Currently on
multipication

33% (4/12)

Level 1 (0-6)

33% (4/12)

Level 2 (7-12)

17% (2/12)

Level 3 (Equation)

16% (2/12)

Mastered

Multiply Student Growth with addition, subtraction, 
multiplication and division + the missing number for 
pre-algebra skills. Maximize student fluency with the 
New BlueStreak Fractions module.

A growing variety of
Fluency Content 1
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Effective for schools.
More fun for students.

Our process is driven by research
to ensure Math Fluency.

A character for every student.
Customize accordingly.

Multi-player up to 8 students.
Jet-packed with more fun.

STUDENT PLATFORM

SEE IT

HEAR IT

SAY IT

TYPE IT

SOLVE IT

Each math table has a pre and post test certification to 
differentiate for each student. Learning and Strategy 
cards are provided for students to have a toolkit for 
problem solving.

Choose between a female and male character and choose a color
for your robot partner in the mission. Win points while playing to 
purchase more custimizable options in the agent store!

BlueStreak Math’s adaptive technology differentiates for each 
student using multiple gaming environments so there is no separation 
between learning and play. Make the gaming more exciting with the 
leaderboard feature and choose to play in multi-player, co-op or 
single player.


